R U L E S OF P L AY

G OA L
Work together as a team exploring the Dark Forest to gain Weapons and
Magical Items. Defeat the Monstrous Terror lurking within before it escapes!
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GUISE
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CHANGLINGDRUIDIC
Decide form at start
of turn. Mark with
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FLINTHOOF
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FIREFLY TINKERER'S CORP.

YLVA- Play normally.
ACTION: All Heroes may
WOLF- Heal 1 Wound or
heal 1 Wound.
Gain 1 Action each turn.
R`bqhÝbd`mxok`xdqÔrhsdl
OWL-Other Heroes gain
ACTION: All Heroes may
in any room to restore
1 Effect Marker when yougain 1 Effect Marker.any Hero to full health.
enter the room.
R`bqhÝbdnmdnexntq
2D6+1
health
actions may not
be to give every Hero
Hero cannnot use weaponsThese
or
magic items as WOLF or OWL.
taken while Cuileann is on2 effect markers.
CdÝkdcK`mc-

6
6 6

6
6 6

9 Hero Cards (18 total Heroes)

6
6 6

The Wildling’s Call: When
doubles of any number are
rolled during Flinthoof’s
attack, place the top monster
in the draw pile into play (if
available).
This ability is lost if
Flinthoof’s horn is destroyed
(the top damage section).

6
6 6

Attack the active
Hero with 2D6. If
wounded receive a
Fear Token.

Page 3 Side A

Page 2 Side A

Page 1 Side A

Press pieces through from Side A

24 Treasure Cards

Press pieces through from Side A

Press pieces through from Side A

6 Monstrous Terror Cards

Extra Stand
Extra Stand

Extra Stand

25 Monster Cards (including the
Monstrous Terror)

3 Double sided press-board sheets. You’ll need
to carefully remove and assemble the Heroes and
Monstrous Terrors.

3 Dice
12 Forest Path Cards

1

40
Red Damage
Markers

30
White Effect
Markers

30
Green Swarm
Markers

SETUP

STEP 1- Build the Forest Path

33

Shuffle the 12 Forest Path Cards and lay them
face down in a column as shown to the right in
the center of the play area. Overturn the bottom
card only. This is Room 1 and the entrance to the
Dark Forest. The card at the top of the column
is Room 12 where the Monstrous Terror resides.
Do NOT populate Room 1 with monsters.

PALADIN’S
GRACE

ACTION: Roll 1D6.
EACH Hero in your
room may heal that
many Wounds.

6
5
4
4
3
MOST FAVORED

MARDIGAN

STEP 2- Select a Hero

ACTION: All Heroes may
heal 1 Wound.

DRUIDIC
INFLUENCE

ACTION: All Heroes may
gain 1 Effect Marker.

These actions may not be
taken while Holly is on
CdÝkdcK`mc-

Each player picks 1 Hero to play. Every Hero card
has a male and female option, but are identical
in play. More about Heroes on the next page.

3
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HOLLY

of the WINTER SOLSTICE

STEP 3- Setting up the rest

5
3
5
3
4

Shuffle the Monster cards. Count out 8 (don’t
look at them!) and add the Monstrous Terror
Awakens card to them. Shuffle these and place
the other 16 Monster cards on top to create the
Monster Deck. Set it aside near the Treasure
Deck.

ALCHEMIST ’S
KNOWLEDGE

R`bqhÝbd`mxok`xdqÔrhsdl
in any room to restore
any Hero to full health.
R`bqhÝbdnmdnexntq
health to give every Hero
2 effect markers.

Shuffle the treasure card deck and place it face
down to the side of play.

CHIMOLA

the TRANSMUTATOR

ASSASSIN’S
STRIKE

Can always Press the
Attack if there is only one
monster in room when he
attacks.

Once per turn can
cumulate the Attack Dice
of his attack roll.

5
4
4
4
3

Set aside the 6 Monstrous Terror cards. You
won’t need these till later in the game.

MARU

FROSTHEART

Place the dice and the three piles of markers
within easy reach.
Place your Hero Figure on Room 1 (the Forest
Entrance).

+1
1

A six-sided die is referred to as
a D6. If you are required to roll
one die, you roll 1D6; two dice
2D6; three dice 3D6.

Red markers track damage, white
track bonuses used to modify your
die rolls, and green are used to track
Swarms and a few other things.
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- Hero Archetype -

- Fighters -

- Arcanists - - Wanderers -

There are 3 Hero Archetypes and 3 Heroes in each
of those categories. Archetype determines how
useful different weapons acquired throughout
the game will be to different Heroes. Also, some
monsters have a weakness towards Heroes and
Weapons from a specific Archetype.

Shifter

Druid

Assassin

Hunter

Warlock

Alchemist

Paladin

Wizard

Rogue

FIRE

Frost

Holy

Grievous

Poison

Precision

- Attack Style -

Additionally there are 6 different Attack Styles.
Each Hero starts with 2 of the 6. Like their
Archetype, some weapons are better suited to
certain Heroes than others, and some monsters
have weaknesses towards an Attack Style.

- Building your Party -

It’s always a good idea to discuss your party
when you’re selecting Heroes. Varying the
Archetypes and Attack Styles will typically allow
the party more options on assigning who should
battle a which Monsters to battle and who
collects what Treasure. It’s also a good idea to
for someone to play a Hero with some form of
healing. Remember this is a cooperative game,
so you’ll be relying on each others powers and
strengths to survive the Dark Forest and emerge
victorious!

- The Hero Card -

Hero Archetype and Class. The Class Icon
is decorative and matches the back of your
Hero Figure.

HUNTER’S
MARK

Your Hero’s 2 Attack Styles.

-1 to all Attack rolls when
attacking on the same tile.
+1 to all Attack Rolls in
adjacent rooms.

Your Hero’s special abilities.

+2 to to all Attack Rolls in
rooms 2 rooms away.
Monsters attacked by you,
but not slain, move to your
room and attack with +1 to
their roll.

Your Hero’s Damage Boxes.
The Dark Forest Icon is found on all cards
in the game.

3

5
5
4
4
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ANNW YL

of the DARKWOOD

- Epic Heroes -

1 Hero from each Archetype is an Epic; the Wizard,
Paladin, and Rogue. Since their first appearance in the
original Wakening Lair, they’ve got some experience
under their belts and feature a higher total value to their
Wound Boxes and stronger powers.
Only 1 Epic Hero may be part of a party in a 3-6 player
game. In solo or 2 player games you may use 1-2.

WIZARD’S
GATEWAY
ACTION: Move any
number of Heroes in one
room to another except
sgdÝm`kqnnlvgdqdsgd
Monstrous Terror sleeps.
If the room us unexplored,
explore it and add the
appropriate number of
Monsters.

5
4
5
4
4

MOBIUS
the INFINITE

Alternatively if you’re playing with a younger crowd and
need an “easy mode” feel free to use all 3.

TA K I NG A T U R N
- Quick Reference Guide -

- 1. Awaken a Forest Path

Roll 2D6 to Awaken a Forest Path card. Populate it with Monsters as indicated on the card. If the
room rolled was already awakened add a Monster (maximum of 3 in a room). If there are already
3 or if you roll 12 do not place Monsters.

- 2. Hero Actions -

The Active Hero takes up to 3 Actions. These may be any combination of attacking Monsters,
moving through the Forest & using your Hero’s special abilities and any magical items requiring
an Action.

- 3. Claim Treasure -

Each time a Monster in the Forest is killed, claim a Treasure Card. You may equip it, give it to
another Hero in the same room, or hold it in reserve for a Hero in a different room. If it’s a Trap you
must follow the directions on the Trap card.

- 4. Get attacked -

If any Monsters remain alive in your room after the above they attack you. Resolve damage.

W H AT C H A NG E S W H E N T H E M ON S T R O U S T E R R OR A P P E A R S ?

- 1. AwakEN ANY REMAINING ROOMS -

Do NOT populate them with Monsters. Players no longer Awaken a room at the beginning of their
turn.

- 2. Select a Monstrous Terror

Roll 1D6 an select the Monstrous Terror with the corresponding number and set it to the side.
Place its figure on Forest Path card number 12.

- 3. Movement -

Monstrous Terror moves 1 Forest Path towards the Entrance at end of each player’s turn bringing
any Monsters along (the maximum 3 per room no longer applies) If it gets out, the game is lost!
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AWA K E N A FOR E S T PAT H
At the beginning of your turn, roll 2D6. Starting
with the Forest Entrance, count the Forest Path
cards laid out on the table up to the number rolled
and flip over that card. Draw 1 or 2 cards from the
Monster deck as indicated on that Forest Path
card. Place the Monster cards(s) to the right of
the Forest Path Card - the room has awakened!
If the dice roll indicates a Forest Path card that
has already bee flipped over, add 1 additional
Monster to that card (up to a maximum of 3
Monster cards on any given Forest Path). If you
roll a Forest Path with 3 Monster cards, do not
draw one as the Forest Path is full. If you roll a 12,
no Monster cards are drawn that turn.

+1
1
Number of Monsters Awakening
Hero Advantage

H E R O A C T ION S
On your turn you may perform up to 3 actions from the following options. You may perform the
same action more than once, and may perform them in any order.

- Move Actions -

With 1 Move Action you may move your Hero Figure through any number of adjacent Forest Path
Cards that have been awakened (flipped face up), as long as they have no Monsters or Traps in
them. Moving into a Forest Path card with a Monster or Trap card ends that Move Action. You
may use another Move Action to keep going.
You can use a Move Action to enter an adjacent Forest Path that has not been awakened; that
Move Action ends. Flip the Forest Path card face up and populate it. You may use another Move
Action to keep going.
WARLOCK’S
COMMAND

- Use your Hero Ability -

Many Hero abilities require the use of an
action. Hero abilities can be used multiple
times per turn but you can only activate your
Hero’s abilities.

ACTION: Move Monster from
adjacent room to yours.

ACTION: Attack Monster or
Monstrous Terror in your room
with another Monster in the
same room. Damage type is the
Attacker’s weakness or
.
Monster attacks with D6 equal to
open Wound Boxes.
Any Monster you spent an
above Action on this turn will
not attack you this turn.

- Use a magic item -

4
4
4
4
4

FALCONSIGHT

Magic items such as Witch’s Broom and
Goodberry Vine require an action to use. The
Witch’s Broom is tied to a Move Action but the
Goodberry Vine is an Action by itself.

RUMHYLDA
SPELLBINDER

GOODBERRY VINE

As an Action, gain 1D6 Effect Markers.
Any number of these may be given to
other players in any room you are in
or pass through.
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H E R O A C T ION S
- Attack actions -

All Heroes begin the game with the 2 Attack Styles shown on their Hero. With an Attack Action,
you can attack any Monster in the same room as your Hero. You must declare the Monster you
are attacking before your roll. Select 1 of the 2 Attack Styles and roll 1D6 to attack.
Heroes do not start the game with a Weapon, but these
can be acquired as Monsters are slain.
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If you DO have a Weapon you can use it in the following
ways as shown below. When using a Weapon it helps to
remember it all comes down to the number of Damage
icons you can use. No matter what, your Attack
will always be 1D6, 2D6, or 3D6 depending on the
Weapon you are using.

5

3

WATER ELEMENTAL

Damage Boxes
Weakness for Pressing the Attack

- Attacking With A Weapon EMBERCLEAVE

WITCH’S BROOM

DRUIDIC
INFLUENCE
ACTION: All Heroes may
heal 1 Wound.
ACTION: All Heroes may
gain 1 Effect Marker.

These actions may not be
taken another
while Cuileann
is on
You may move
Hero with
CdÝkdcK`mcyours when you take
a Move Action.
This Hero must be in the room you
took your Move Action in or pass
through as you move.

3
4
6
4
3

CUILEANN

HEARTCHILL

WOODSTRIDER

DRUIDIC
INFLUENCE
ACTION: All Heroes may
heal 1 Wound.
ACTION: All Heroes may
gain 1 Effect Marker.
actions may
not
be
You may These
move another
Hero
with
taken
is on
yours when
youwhile
take aCuileann
Move Action.
This Hero must CdÝkdcK`mcbe in the room you
took your Move Action in or pass
through as you move.

Example 1: If the Weapon Archetype A does not
match your Hero Archetype B and the Weapon
Attack Style C does not match either of your
Hero Attack Styles D, roll 1D6 as your Attack.
SOULRENDER

BEADS
of the
DRUIDIC
TRODDEN
EARTH
INFLUENCE
ACTION: All Heroes may
heal 1 Wound.
ACTION: All Heroes may
gain 1 Effect Marker.
These actions may not be
taken while Cuileann is on
CdÝkdcK`mcAny unused actions may be carried
over to your next turn. Track here
with Effect Markers. They must be
used on your next turn or are lost.

3
4
6
4
3

WITCH’S BROOM

3
4
6
4
3

CUILEANN
WOODSTRIDER

Example 2: If the Weapon Archetype A does not
match your Hero Archetype B and the Weapon
Attack Style C matches 1 of your Hero Attack
Styles D, roll 2D6 as your Attack.

CUILEANN

HALLOWGLARE

WOODSTRIDER

GOODBERRY
VINE
DRUIDIC

INFLUENCE
ACTION: All Heroes may
heal 1 Wound.
ACTION: All Heroes may
gain 1 Effect Marker.
These actions may not be
taken while Cuileann is on
CdÝkdcK`mcAs an Action, gain 1D6 Effect Markers.
Any number of these may be given to
other players in any room you are in
or pass through.

3
4
6
4
3

CUILEANN
WOODSTRIDER

Example 4: If the Weapon Archetype A matches
your Hero Archetype B and the Weapon Attack
Style C matches one your Hero Attack Styles D,
roll 3D6 as your Attack.

Example 3: If the Weapon Archetype A matches
your Hero Archetype B but the Weapon Attack
Style C matches neither of your Hero Attack
Styles D, roll 2D6 as your Attack.

- Hero Advantage Most Forest Path cards offer a Hero Advantage.
Any Hero who’s Archetype matches the Forest
Path card they are on gains a +1 to every die
roll. That means every 3 rolled is a 4 and so on.
Defiled Lands offer no Hero Advantage.
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+1

+1

+1

1

1

2

2

H E R O A C T ION S
- Resolve Damage -

Never total your Attack Roll; each D6 is applied
individually. (Assassin has an exception to this.)

5

Always start with your Highest D6 first and resolve in
that order. Compare that roll (adding in any bonuses or
negatives you may have) to the leftmost open Damage
box. If your D6 meets or exceeds that number, place a
red Damage Marker over that box. Repeat this with all
of your dice rolled until either the Monster is slain (all
boxes filled) or you fail to hit.
Slain Monsters are discarded and a Treasure Card is
drawn for each Monster slain. Wounded Monsters
remain in play.

4

3

OWLBEAR

Example: If you attacked with
3D6 and rolled a 6, 4, 2, then you
would place 2 Wound Markers.
This Owlbear is wounded but not
slain, it still has a some fight left!

- Pressing the Attack -

Each and every Monster has a weakness, either from an Attack Style or a particular Archetype.
If your hero is Attacking with a matching Attack Style or Archetype then they can Press the
Attack. This means that if at least 1 Attack Die hits, then you may attack again as part of the
same attack Action.
You may continue to do this as long as your Attack does at least one damage. Your action ends
either when the Monster is slain and discarded or you fail to do any damage.
NIGHTWARD

BEADS
of the
BANEFLIGHT
TRODDEN EARTH

HELM of the
FOREST
KING
HUNTER’S

MARK
-1 to all Attack rolls when
attacking on the same tile.
+1 to all Attack Rolls in
adjacent rooms.
+2 to to all Attack Rolls in
rooms 2 rooms away.
Any unused actions may be carried
over to your next turn. Track here
with Effect Markers. They must be
used on your next turn or are lost.

Monsters attacked by you,
You may always Press the Attack in
but not slain, move to your
Favored Rooms of your archetype
room and attack with +1 to
regardless of your opponent’s
their roll.
weakness.

5
5
4
4
2

PERIDOT

the MIGHTY HUNTSMAN

Example: Peridot could attack the top Dire Wolf with a 3D6 Poison
Attack using Baneflight and press that attack if at least 1 die hits.
He could also attack the bottom Dire Wolf with Nightward and
potentially press the attack as well but that Attack is only a 1D6
Attack for Peridot.

- Effect Markers -

5

3

4

DIRE WOLF

5

3

4

DIRE WOLF

Some Hero abilities and Magic Items allow the acquisition of Effect Markers. Place acquired
ones on the picture section of your Hero Card. Each one spent allows you to modify the roll of a
single Attack die by 1.
Example: So if you rolled 2D6 and ended up with a 4 and

a 3 you could spend 3 Effect Markers to turn that roll
into a 5 and a 5.
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H E R O A C T ION S
- Claim Treasure -

Every time you defeat and discard a Monster, immediately draw a Treasure card. Except for
Traps, all Treasure cards feature a Weapon option (left) and Magic Item option (right). You may
equip either the Weapon or Magic Item, but not both.
You may also choose to keep a Treasure card separate from your Hero. This is called Held in
Reserve. You may equip it at any time later or pass to another Hero whenever both of your
Heroes occupy the same Forest Path card (just moving through counts). This is not an Action.
Equip a weapon by sliding the magic item side under the left side of your Hero card leaving only
the weapon half exposed. Do the opposite to equip a magic item.
PROSE of the
SKALD

EMBERCLEAVE
ARCADIAN
MAP

WITCH’S BROOM

PALADIN’S
GRACE
ACTION: Roll 1D6.
EACH Hero in your
room may heal that
many Wounds.

Once per turn, you may move to
a Favored Room of your Hero’s
archetype. This is not an Action.

You may move another Hero with
yours when you take a Move Action.
This Hero must be in the room you
took your Move Action in or pass
through as you move.

6
5
4
4
3

THE
MARDIGAN

MOST
FAVORED
INCONCEIVABLE

Example: Mardigan has 2 Weapons and 2 Magic Items

equipped. He also has a card Held in Reserve to give to
a player better suited for it. The Weapon only gives him
a 1D6 Attack and he already has an Arcadian Map.

You may always Press the Attack in
Favored Rooms of your archetype
regardless of your opponent’s
weakness.

Once per turn, you may move to
a Favored Room of your Hero’s
archetype. This is not an Action.

ARC ADI AN MA P

THE
INC ONC EIVABL E
CHO ICE

may move to
Once per turn, you
your Hero’s
a Favored Room of
an Action.
archetype. This is not

Note: You cannot have 2 weapons of the same Attack

Style equipped but you may discard one for another.
Once equipped, Treasure cards cannot be given to
other players, only discarded.

- TRAPS! -

Traps infest the Treasure deck. Whenever a Trap card is
drawn immediately roll 1D6. On a roll of 1-3 it is indeed
a Trap. Place it to the left of the Forest Path Card your
Hero is on and roll 1D6 again to see the effects of
springing the Trap!
If a 4-6 is rolled the Trap did not go off and the
active Hero claims the treasure, either the Scroll of
Resurrection or the Mystic Ward.
Until it is defeated, Traps attack each Hero who enters
that Forest Path. It remains active until destroyed. Once
defeated, the Hero destroying it claims the treasure on
the Trap card. These cards are always Held in Reserve
and are available to all players at any time.
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HELM of the
FOREST KING

BANEFLIGHT
ARCADIAN
MAP

CHOICE

Similarly, you can equip
multiple Magic Items, but only 1
of any specific item.
Note:

TRAP!

1-3 4-6

Place Trap in your Hero’s room. Roll 1D6
and apply the result to your Hero. Do this
to any Hero when they enter the room.

MYSTIC WARD

1. No Effect
2. Discard 1 Treasure Card
3. Roll 2D6 and move your Hero to that
Room. If you roll a 12,
don’t move your Hero
4. Receive 1 Damage
5. Receive 1 Damage
6. Receive 2 Damage

Discard to forgo the “Rolling to Awaken
a Room” phase of a turn OR discard
to prevent the Monstrous Terror from
advancing at the end of this turn.

TRAP!

1-3 4-6

Place Trap in your Hero’s room. Roll 1D6
and apply the result to your Hero. Do this
to any Hero when they enter the room.

SCROLL of
RESURRECTION

1. No Effect
2. Discard 1 Treasure Card
3. Roll 2D6 and move your Hero to that
Room. If you roll a 12,
don’t move your Hero
4. Receive 1 Damage
5. Receive 1 Damage
6. Receive 2 Damage

Discard to return a fallen Hero to life with
full health. The Hero retains all Weapons &
Magic items but loses any Effect Markers.

H E R O A C T ION S
- Getting Attacked -

If there are still Monsters on your Forest Path after you have taken all of your actions, you must
now roll for Monster attacks. If there are multiple Monsters on your Forest Path resolve each
Attack separately, in any order.
For each Monster attack roll 1D6 Attack dice for each empty Damage Box. If the highest D6
meets or exceeds the topmost empty Damage Box on your Hero, place a Damage Marker
there. Repeat this with the rest of the Attack dice (if any). If the highest Attack roll was lower
than the topmost empty Damage Box, the Monster attack has failed (huzzah!).
Monsters never Press the Attack or receive Effect Markers.
After your Hero has been attacked your turn is over. Pass the dice to the player to your left.

4

4

4

GUISE
of the
CHANGLING
Decide form at start
of turn. Mark with
LOREN- Play normally.
WOLF- Heal 1 Wound or
Gain 1 Action each turn.
OWL-Other Heroes gain
1 Effect Marker when you
enter the room.

OGRE

Hero cannnot use weapons or
magic items as WOLF or OWL.

2
3
5
5
5

LOREN

GUARDIAN of the HEATHER
1D6+1

2D6+1

Example: If this Ogre attacks Loren it would do so with 2D6 as it currently has 2 empty Wound
Boxes. Loren already has 1 Wound so if the Ogre rolls a 4 and a 2, then Loren would take 1
additional Wound as the 4 exceeds the 3 but the 2 does not exceed the 5 on Loren’s Wound Boxes.

- Healing -

The Paladins, Druids, and Alchemists all have healing abilities, very useful in the Dark Forest.
Whenever your Hero gets healed, remove a number of Damage Markers on your Hero equal to
how much healing received. Remove Damage Markers from the bottom up.

- Death -

If all of your Hero’s Damage Boxes are full of Damage Markers, they die. Any player can use a
Scroll of Resurrection to heal that dead Hero allowing you to continue the game. Resurrected
Heroes keep all Weapons and Magic Items, but lose all Damage and Effect Markers.
Note: If a Hero

dies and cannot
be resurrected,
everyone loses
the game.

TRAP!

1-3 4-6 SCROLL of
RESURRECTION

Place Trap in your Hero’s room. Roll 1D6
and apply the result to your Hero. Do this
to any Hero when they enter the room.
1. No Effect
2. Discard 1 Treasure Card
3. Roll 2D6 and move your Hero to that
Room. If you roll a 12,
don’t move your Hero
4. Receive 1 Damage
5. Receive 1 Damage
6. Receive 2 Damage

Scrolls and Healers
are your friends!
Discard to return a fallen Hero to life with
full health. The Hero retains all Weapons &
Magic items but loses any Effect Markers.
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H E R O A C T ION S
- Swarm Monsters -

6 of the Monsters in the Monster deck are Swarm
Monsters. These play a little differently than the rest.
Each turn after the turn it was drawn and placed, add a
Green Marker to one of the 4 Swarm Circles.
When a Hero attacks a Swarm Monster the Green
Markers must be eliminated before the normal Damage
Boxes can be attacked. Every successful Damage
received removes 1 of these Green Markers.
Green Markers continue to be added each turn even if
some were already removed from a previous successful
attack. The Square Damage Boxes never receive Green
Markers, only the Swarm Circles. When both of the
Damage Boxes are full, discard the Swarm Monster and
draw a Treasure card like normal.
Maximum 4 Green Markers on a Swarm Monster.

5

4

3
3
3

A CLUSTER of SPIDERS
(SWARM)

3

Swarm Circles
Wound Boxes
Press the Attack Weakness

Swarm Monsters do NOT advance down
the forest path With a Monstrous
terror. They always remain in the
same room they awaken in.

S OL O A N D 2 P L AY E R
- Celestial Totem -

CELESTIAL TOTEM

Venture into the Dark Forest solo by playing 1 Hero
taking 4 actions per turn instead of 3. Add the Celestial
Totem and set it to the side of your Hero. At the
beginning of each turn follow the instructions on the
card.
As we all know, it makes sense to always take a Hero
with healing powers with you in your party. That limits
your options in solo or a 2 player game. Use the Celestial
Totem in a 1-2 player games when no one wants to play
a healer. Alternatively, if you’re playing with a younger
group with more than 2 players and need an easier mode
a Celestial Totem can help.

For use in a 1-2 player game.

Before Opening a Room or Forest Path, roll
1D6.
• On a roll of 2-5 place an Effect Marker on
this card.
• On a roll of 6 place 2 Effect Markers on this
card.
Effect Markers may be spent during a player’s
turn to adjust dice rolls or heal a Hero. Each
Effect Marker discarded adjusts the roll of 1 of
your Attack dice by 1.
Discard 2 of these Effect Markers to heal any
Hero 1 Wound. Any healing must be done
before an attack is rolled by Monsters or
Monstrous Terrors.
*Only the active player may spend these.

Since this card is meant
to be used with the dark
forest & the original
wakening lair, the word
“room” is equivalent to
“Forest Path”.

- Epic Heroes -

Epic Heroes were covered in detail on page 5. Epic
Heroes can be used in a 1-2 player game and will
increase the chances of victory!

Paladin

Wizard

Rogue

Epic Hero options
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M ON S T R O U S T E R R OR
- The Monstrous Terror Awakens! When the Monstrous Terror Awakens! card is drawn from
the Monster deck, the following happens:
1. Awaken any remaining Forest Path cards. DO NOT
populate these cards with Monsters.
2. Roll 1D6 to determine which Monstrous Terror has
awakened. Each Monstrous Terror has a corresponding
number on it A. Whatever number you roll, will determine
the one you will be battling. Place that card combat side
up to the left side of the Forest Path and place its figure
on the 12th Forest Path card (furthest from the Forest
Entrance).

3

3. Players no longer roll 2D6 at the beginning of their
turn to awaken a Forest Path.
4. At the end of EACH player’s turn, the Monstrous
Terror figure advances 1 Forest Path card toward the
Forest Entrance. Any Monsters (not Traps or Swarm
Monsters) on the same Forest Path join and move with it.
There can now be more than 3 Monster cards on a Forest
Path card (not good).
5. Heroes have the option of moving along with the
Monstrous Terror as it advances. This is not an action. Any
Heroes may advance whether or not it is their turn.

Art Side
5 5
5 5

5
5
5

5
5
5
6 6 6
6 6 6
6 6 6

5 5 5

5 5 5

TREEBARK
Apple Flinger: Before
TreeBark’s attack, roll 2D6.
Any Heroes in the room
become Stunned if any
numbers rolled match their
uppermost unwounded hit
box.

Attack the active
Hero with 3D6. If
wounded receive a
Stun Token.

Combat side

- Attacking the Monstrous Terror -

1. Defeat all Monsters on the same Forest Path: All the other Monsters protect the Monstrous
Terror. Before you can Attack or be attacked by the monstrous Terror, any Monster card on the
same Forest Path must be defeated or moved to another Forest Path.
2. Declare Damage Zone: Monstrous Terrors are divided into zones. For example, Treebark
has six different zones B. Each zone must be defeated separately. Use Damage Markers to track
damaging the zones just like you would on Monsters. When a zone is full, that area has been
defeated. If you rolled more dice than was necessary, damage does not carry over to another
zone. To Attack another zone, you must perform a new Attack Action.
3. Weakness: Each Monstrous Terror is vulnerable to Characters and Weapons of a particular
Archetype. You may Press the Attack if this Archetype matches. Even when Using Press the
Attack, fully damaging a zone still ends that Attack Action.
4. Exceptions to the Rule: Each Monstrous Terror is unique. If rule on the card contradicts a rule
here, then the card takes precedence.
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M ON S T R O U S T E R R OR
- Getting Attacked -

At the end of your turn your Hero will get attacked if you are on the same Forest Path as the
Monstrous Terror. WHAT attacks your Hero depends on the following:
A Monstrous Terror does NOT attack the active Hero if there are other Monsters on the same
Forest Path with it (but the Monsters themselves will).
If the Monstrous Terror is alone it WILL attack the active Hero. Follow the specific directions for
each Monstrous Terror.

- Condition Tokens -

Monstrous Terrors are SO terrible that they each can have an additional effect on our brave
Heroes. Your Hero cannot have more than 1 of each Condition Token and once it’s effect has
passed it is discarded.

- FEAR -

The turn after receiving a Fear Token you must re-roll all 5’s and 6’s. You must
keep the second result and you may use Effect Markers on the second result.
Then discard the Fear Token.

- Stun -

The turn after receiving a Stun Token your Hero has 1 fewer Action. Then
discard the Stun Token.

- Poison -

The turn after receiving a Poison Token your Hero recieves 1 Damage at the
beginning of your turn. Then discard the Fear Token.

W I N N I NG T H E G A M E
If the Monstrous Terror gets to the Forest Entrance and then escapes or if a Hero does and
cannot be resurrected, everyone loses and the Monstrous Terror ravages the countryside. Oops...
HOWEVER, if you defeat the Monstrous Terror by eliminating each zone before it moves out of
the Dark Forest then everyone wins! Huzzah and celebrations. Songs will be sung of your glorious
deeds for generations to come!

i

i
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Go for this
i option
here!

MEET THE
H E R OE S !
– HUNTER –

Much like their Ranger cousins, Anwyll and
Peridot are at home in the wild. They are
driven and specialize in striking from afar but
their ability fades the closer a monster is.

– SHAPESHIFTER –

Ylva and Loren hold rare and wild magics
allowing them to tun into the animals of the
land. Each form offers a unique advantage
when traversing the Dark Forest. The form of
Wolf is powerful and vicious while the sharp
eyes of Owl aids other Heroes in their battles.

– PALADIN –

Mardigan and Aurora return to once again rid the
world of evil. Integrity and honor are the
watchwords of the Paladin, and have sworn an
oath that Heroes journeying into the Dark Forest
will not fall prey to the vicious monsters therein.

– WIZARD –

Mobius and Sesame's powers have grown
considerably over time since the first
Wakening Lair. Now they can teleport entire
groups of Heroes from one room to another.
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– ALCHEMIST –

Blurring the lines between magic and
science, Lexzy and Chimola bring substantial
healing and effect bonuses to the Heroes in
the Dark Forest. However, this ability comes
with a price of its own! Unused items become
a powerful aid in the Dark Forest, but be
careful what you sacrifice!

– DRUID –

Holly and Cuileann have journeyed from their
tranquil woods far away to lend their
renewing and enabling powers in hopes that
the Dark Forest can be cured of its evil blight.
Their potent healing serves other
Heroes well.

– WARLOCK –

Rumhylda and Kegan use the lurking evils of
the Dark forest to their advantage,
summoning their magic to control monsters
and making the vile denizens do the fighting
for them.

– ROGUE –

A life of stealth, mischief, and surviving in the
shadows means Trip and Thistle feel right at
home in the Dark Forest. Experience from the
previous Lair has increased their ability to
shield friends from traps and also made their
sneak attack even more lethal.

– ASSASSIN –

Whether its a beguiling smile distracting
someone from poison added to their drink or
a flash of steel emerging from the shadows
Maru and Deemos are a force to be reckoned
with. Bonuses to single Monsters and the
ability to pool their dice values allow them to
plunge deep into the Dark Forest.
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The Adventure Continues...
Did you know you can mix and match cards from the Dark Forest with the Original Wakening
Lair game? Well you can! As long as the number of cards in Treasure and Monster decks remains
consistent, there’s almost no limit to the combinations of Heroes, Weapons, and Magic Items you
can build.
Battle Monstrous Terrors for BOTH games with different Hero party builds!
Build a Lair that is half Dungeon Rooms and half Forest Paths!
To aid you in your noble quest, all Dark Forest cards feature the Dark Forest Icon in the lower left
hand corner.
Have fun exploring both Lairs!
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